Sustainment

Biggest Supply Chain Risks Mitigated by CyberCore

Only 48% of firms have a process to evaluate third-party suppliers.¹

1 in 5 network intrusions involve manufacturing, transportation, or utility organizations.²

3,256 counterfeit product incidents occurred between 2005 and 2008.³

59,000 counterfeit circuits from overseas were sold to the U.S. military and defense contractors.⁴

1,328 counterfeit products were identified during the first year of a supply chain purchase.⁵

9,356 counterfeit product incidents occurred between 2005 and 2008.³

50% of counterfeit circuits sold to the military had been previously sold to the U.S. government.⁵

18,500 counterfeit circuits from overseas were sold to the U.S. military and defense contractors.⁴

MORE THAN 10,000 SUPPLIERS ARE PART OF OUR SUPPLY CHAIN.

HOW WELL ARE YOUR IT SUPPLIERS MANAGING THEIR SUPPLY CHAINS FOR VULNERABILITY?

FAILURE POINTS

WHAT’S YOUR RISK?

HERE’S HOW CYBERCORE SECURES MORE

Product quality • Brand integrity
Intellectual property • Revenue

Reliable Security
CyberCore mitigates risk with:
• Industry standards
• Real-time protection
• Product lifecycle protection

Affordable Security:
CyberCore lowers the total cost of your CyberCore purchase

Personnel Security
CyberCore provides assurance with:
• Top-secret security clearance
• Thorough background checks

Physical Security:
• 24/7 monitoring
• Intrusion protection
• Media scanning

Logical Security:
• Firewalls
• Intrusion protection
• Media scanning

Purchase Security:
• HP Partner since 2000
• HP Platinum Partner
• Sold $500 million worth of HP products in 10 years

3 REASONS TO CHOOSE CYBERCORE FOR SECURE IT PROCUREMENT

Reduce your IT procurement risk. Learn how CyberCore builds confidence and security into your supply chain. www.cybercoretech.com
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